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EKU Entertains High Sch ool Visitors
During Annual Senior Day Activities
Friday will be High School
Senior Day on campus. Approximately thirty - two high schools
have been invited to participate
in this all day program. Nearly 1600 students, faculty and
parents will be Eastern's
welcomed guests.
Reglstartion will be taking
place in the Alumni Coliseum
from 10:00 to 10:30. In the

basketball arena from 10:30 to
11:00, an assembly will be held.
The master of ceremonies will
be John Sullivan. Polk Singer,
"Bud* Horner, will provide entertainment. Then welcomes
will be extended by Steve wnburn, President of Student
Council, and by John L. Vickers, Executive Assistant to the
President. Afterwards, an-

Progress Earns 1st Class
In ACP Semester Rating
The Eastern Progress has
been awarded a First Class
honor rating by the Associated
Collegiate Press for the fall
semester of this school year.
This rating was based on a
comparison of the Progress
with other college newspapers
having the same number of
Issues per semester and
serving approximately the same
sire student body.
The ACP judges rate the
newspapers and give points accordingly In the three main
categorte of news coverage,
content and physical properties.
Honor ratings are awarded
according to the total number
of points earned in each of the
main
categorte . The All
American Is the highest rating with 3700 points needed
to earn it.
A First Class rating Is worth
3300 points, second class is
earned by 2700 points and 2000
points merits a third class rating. The Eastern Progress
earned a total of 3330 points.
In the category of content,
Hie Progress was praised for
1U editorials dealing with real
campus problems and tor its
student depth and dimension
features on the editorial page.
The physical properties category Includes such things as
page makeup, headlines, typography, and photography. The
Progress's front pages were
termed "attractive" and earned
190 of the 200 points necessary for an excellent score for
page makeup.
Photography In the Progress
earned 340 of the 400 points

needed tor excellent in that part
of the Judging.
In the category of news coverage, the Progress was praised
for Its front page news - feature stories and earned 670
of the 800 points needed for an
excellent score.
The Progress received its
First Class rating from the
seventy - six ACP All American Newspaper Critical Service. The ACP Critical Service Judge are professional
newspaper people. All of them
are college graduates and most
hold Journalism degrees.

nouncements will be made by
Director of University Relations, Henry F. Pryse.
From 11:00 to 11:40 aphyslcal
education and atheletlc demoneducation and atheletlc demonstration, "Play - O - Rama"
will be held in the Alumni Coliseum. Immediately afterwards,
from 11:40 to 12:00 there will
be an assemble on the front
steps of the Coliseum for a
group photograph.
A division of the group will
take place from noon to 12:30
Group "A" will go to the Natatorium, in the Coliseum tor
the swimming and diving exlbltlons. "B" Group will observe
Drum and Sandal's Modern
Dance Club and Little Colonel's Drill Team.
Luncheon will be available in
the Student Union Building Cafeteria, Martin Hall Cafeteria and
Sidney Clay Hall Cafeteria from
12:40 to 1:30
After lunch Eastern students
will be serving as guides on
tours of the campus. Tours will
include these departments: Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Industrial Arts, Home Economics, Fine Arts, Music,
English, Business, and Political Science.

IA Department Adds New Course
To Industrial Educator Program
A new course, Industrial Education 328, has been added to
the Industrial Education curriculum this semester. This
course is an Introduction to
lapidary and Jewelry work and
Includes
cabochon cutting;
grinding and polishing; design
and centrlfual casting using the
lost wax process.
Faceting of atones will event-

TV Group To Meet
Here Next Tuesday

ually be Included In the course.
Such stones as the African tiger
eye, crazy lace agate, Brazilian
agate, Jasper, Arizona petrified wood, dinosaur bone, Rhodonite, Moss agate, black Jade,
and many others are used in
the course.
The objectives of the course
are to .- 1) Impart to the student the basic fundamentals in
design and constructing Jewelry; cutting of stones, silver
soldering, fabricating, and
casting of Jewelry ltesm, 2)
acquire an understanding of Industrial processes in Jewelry
work, 3) understand the necessity of careful planning when
using expensive materials, 4)
appreciate the craftsmanship
required in the intricate work
of Jewelry construction, and 5)
acquire a knowledge of the
sources of material and equipment used in lapidary and Jewelry work.
The class is
small this
semester but a great deal of
Interest has been displayed thus
far.
Mr. Phillip Harris,
Instructor of Art, is among
them. The class is open to
both
male and female students and there is no prerequisite for the course.

The area council of the Midwest Program on Airborne Television will hold its spring meeting Tuesday.
Council members will inspect
new radio and television facilities on the Eastern campus and
discuss and observe the use of
open and closed circuit television.
The airborne television program is a unique plan designed
to provide educational services
to a six-state area. Two airplanes are employed, one delivering educational material to
Sigma Tau Pi had their last the schools and the other remaining on the ground and
regular meeting on April 6,
at 9:15 p.m. The following of- transmitting the television stuficers were elected to serve dies.
By using two transmitters,
next year: Paul f ollltt, presi- the
airplane can beam history
dent; Karen Garvln,- vice - to the
high schools while sendpresident; Pam Grim, secre- ing music to the grade schools.
tary; Susan Angerosa,treasur- The lessons originate from a TV
er; and Sandy Reed, reporter.
The next regular meeting will studio.
television impulses from
be on April 20, at 5:15 in Combs theTheairplane's
antenna radiate
318. The banquet Is May 4 at 200 miles in all directions,
reach6:30 p.m. It will take place at ing parts of Illinois, Indiana,
Bill McConnell has been
the Brown Proctor Hotel in Kentucky. Michigan, Ohio and
president of the Student CounWinchester, Ky.
Wisconsin.
cil tor the 1966-67 school year
and now as this semester and
his term as president draws
to a close he looks back on
his experience and says, "It
was one of the greatest experiences of my entire life and
I hope to incorporate the things
It has taught me into my life."
Besides McConnell, the administration included Jerry
Stewart as vice - president,
Pat Taulbee as secretary and
Charlie Metsger acting as treasurer. Together they were responsible for many acts of
legislation.
One of the main achievements
of the past administration was
the rewriting of the constitution.
Called 'one of our moat impressive pieces of legislation*
by McConnell, the new constitution provided for a new cabl- net to be added to the Student
Council offices, created a better representation of students
in the council, and divided the
campus into districts for voting,
Just to name a few of Its new
features.
"We attempted to keep the
students up on what the Sudeent
Council
was
doing," said
McConnell. They did this by
submitting pertodlcaI*4artlcles
to the Progress and through
special programs presented
over radio station WEKY
through special programs preln Richmond.
This administration was also
With the responsibilities, worries, and headaches that go
with being President of the Student Council behind* him, BUI
responsible for the formation
McConnell can now find a little time to relax and enjoy a
of an entertainment fund to proquite game of solitaire in his room. Bill left office April 3
vide two to tour big name enwhen the new officers were installed.
tertainers per semester. This
action was taken in direct re-

Sigma Tau Pi
Elects Officers
For Next Year

Dean's Review
At Drill Field
Today
Oh Thursday at 10:45 a.m.
the annual R O.T.C. Dean's Review will be held at the Alumni
Coliseum Drill Field. The purpose of the review is to present awards to selected Individuals for outstanding achlevement in Military Science
during 1966-67 and to present
awards to those Military
Science Cadets making the
Dean's List tor the fall semester.
In the event of Inclement
weather, activities will be conducted in Alumni Coliseum.
The entire Brigade of Cadets
will be participating in the review. Companies will be formed into mass formation tor the
pass in review. Company "H"
is designated Escort Company,
and they will recleve the Colors
prior to the beginning of the
review.
The Sponsors will also be
present at this time with their
respective companies and battalions with Miss Susie Donoghue commanding the sponsors.
The R.O.T.C. Band will provide the music and they will
begin the review by sounding
the Adjutant's Call, at which
time the entire Brigade will
begin to take its place to begin.
The first event will be the
presentation of awards to
cadets and sponsors. Upon
completion of this the Brigade
will pass In review before the
reviewing stand.
At the completion of the pass
- In - review the Brigade will
be dismissed and the Dean's
Review will end.

EKU Orchestra
Concludes Season
On April 28

Thurs., April 20, 1967

Shirelles Highlight Junior-Senior Prom
BY: JOYCE LEE
The 1967 Junior - Senior
Buffet will be held April 29
In the Sidney Clay Hall Cafeteria from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00
p.m.
The Junior Class, which annually sponsors the occasion
had announced "A Night To
Remember" has been chosen as
the theme for the Junior Senior Class Buffet and Prom.
Striking colors of Black and
White will be Interwoven into
the theme of the event.
An appealing menu has been
established for the Buffet. It
will consist of: a choice of
four to six salads, four meat
salads and relish plates; roast

GRE Exam
Set For
April 29
THE SHIRELLKS

Applications Accepted
For State Student-Aid
There are only two major
Kentucky college students
wishing to borrow money from steps in obtaining a loan, he
the State's student - aid fund said:
The student attending an Intor next school year should
start getting their loans pro- state institution makes applicacessed now.
tion as to eligibility through
financial assistance officer
This advice comes from Billy the
the college or university.
F. Hunt, secretary of the Ken- at Students
attending out - of
tucky Higher Education Assistance Authority. He said stu- - state Institutions make their
dents should apply early be- application as to eligibility
cause some have had difficulty through the Assistance AuIn obtaining loans from local thority in Frankfort.
With his certification of elibanks.
gibility, the student negotiates
Hunt explained that students his loan through a local bank
obtain the loans directly from at not more than 6 per cent
their banks and repayment is Interest.
guaranteed by the State student
The student need not begin
- aid fund. He amid there will repayment of the loan until the
be more than enough money first day of the 10th month
from State and Federal sources after he leaves school, Hunt
for needs next year.
sald.t

The Eastern Symphony Orchestra will conclude Its season with an appearnace Friday
(April 28) at the Southern Divisional meeting of the Music
Educators National Council in
Atlanta, Georgia.
Dr. Robert Oppelt, professor
of music and conductor of the
orchestra, said Eastern was
the only college orchestra chosen to appear at the convention. .
The orchestra is composed of
students
chosen
from all
academic departments on camRobert Edward Tarvin, a 21
year old Junior from Wllllamspus. During the current seaburg, Ohio, has been chosen
son the orchestra has presented four concerts, one featuras Eastern's representative in
the Experiment in International
ing student soloists. The orLiving program.
chestra made off - campus performances In Harlan and FayetAn offenslce tackle for the
Eastern Colonels the past two
te counties.

As previously announced, the
aptitude section of the Graduate
Record Examination and one
appropriate advanced test will
be administered Saturday, April
29, to each senior planning to
graduate in May or August. The
aptitude tests will be administered In the morning and
the advanced test In the afternoon.
Each senior in these categories is requested to report
to the Office of Re.- ear ch, Room
200, Coates Administration
Building to complete an enrollment blank for these exams
and to pick up descriptive
materials concerning the tests
he Is scheduled to take.
Any graduating senior who
has previously taken either the
aptitude test or an advanced
test of the GRE should notify
the Office of Research, Immediately, and he should submit a request to Educational
Testing Service to have the e
scores transmitted to Eastern.
This registration should be
completed this week If at all
possible. The Office of Research Is open from 8 a.m to
noon and 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
6 a.m. to noon on Saturday.

beef, ham, chicken,turkey,tuna
fish salad, salmon loaf and
chicken flakes. The vegetable
servings are: green beans,
boiled potatoes, and Boston
beans. Desserts and drinks will
be an assortment of soft drinks
and a variety of desserts will
be available.
Later that evening, the
Junllo - Senior Prom will be
held In the Student Union
Cafeteria from 9:00 p.m. to
1:00 a.m.
At this time, a group of tour
talented young ladles, "The
Shirelles' will be the highlighted entertainers for this year's
prom. The Shirelles are famous
for such records as: "Will You
Love Me Tomorrow," "Soldier
Boy," (both were gold record
winners). They followed with
such hits as, "Everybody Loves
A Lover," "Mama Said," "Big
John," "Baby It's You," "Dedicated to the One I Love,"
"Blue Holiday," to name a few.
The Prom is of course a
formal occasion. The dress tor
the buffet Is not formal but
calls for dressy attire.
Tickets tor the buffet will
go on sale April 24, in front
of the campus bookstore. You
must be a Junior or senior
to purchase a ticket for yourself and date. The date Isn't
required to be a Junior or
senior. The deadline
tor
purchasing tickets to the buffet is April 28 before 5:00 p.m.
The price per ticket will be
one dollar. Everyone Is urged
to support your class by your
attendance at this annual event
The prom is open to Juniors
and seniors and their dates, ft
is free.

T
Musk Department
To Present
Andre Marchal

The Department of Music at
Eastern Kentucky University
will present Andre Marchal,
French Organist, in a recital
Sunday, AprU 23, 1967. The
performance will be played
in the Hiram Brock at 4:00
p.m. On April 22, Mr. Marchal
will conduct a Master Class
from 2 to 4p.m. Interested persons wishing to attend the Master Class, should contact the
Department of Music, Eastern
Kentucky University.
Andre Marchal is one of the
to visit Uruguay. Past recipient supreme musicians of our day.
His works tor the organ stands
have visited in India, Yogo- beside Casals's tor the cello,
slavla, and Belgium. Dan and Rachmaninoff's tor the
Owens was last year's re- piano. At sixty - five Marchal
cipient.
is at the height of his career.
The Student Council pays all For forty years he has wrestlexpenses except personal ones ed with the problems of Interand costs to and from the stu- pretation In the most imposdent's home to the point of ing of musical media.
de - embarkation.
A native of Paris, his earliTarvin will go to an inten- est studies were at the Nationsive language program In June. al Institute of the Blind, where
On July 1 he will fly to Uru- he later became a teacher, and
guay. For the first month he where his pupils Included Jean
will live with a native Uruguy- Langlals and Antolne Reboulan frmiiy and Join In the lot. Between the two world wars,
family's dally routines.
Marchal developed his career
During the second month he as a recltallst. He first visitwill tour with Urguaylans and ed the United States to give a
other fellow Americans. He will series of recitals in The Clevehave several days to do as he land Museum of Art, presentpleases also.
ing nearly the entire organ
music of Bach. For Marchal's
first London recital, more than
a quarter - century ago, tour
distinguished Honarary Members of the Organ Music Society, Albert Roussel, Jan Sllbellus, Joseph Jongen, and Vaughan Williams submitted themes
on which he improvised an organ symphony in four movements.
The program here will include works by Clerambault,
Couperin, Bach, Franck, and
Tournemlre.
The public is invited to hear
Andre Marchal In his recital
Sunday Afternoon, April 23.
There 1 s no admission charge.

Robert Tarvin To Represent Eastern
In International Living Experiment

McConnell Concludes Administration
Of Accomplishment And Much Success

Relaxing Out Of Office

Eight Pages

sponse to the complaints of
the student body.
SAIC or the Student Advisory and Investigation Committee was also established by
this administration. SAIC was
set up to study student rights
and rules and to Investigate the
campus bookstore.
The Student Code was completed under McConnell's administration and submitted to
the University administration.
It was not accepted, but it represented the first time that
the code had ever been completely formulated. This code
will be revised and resubmltted later.
Services to the students carried out by this administration
Include the completion of the
Student Travel Board in the
grill, which aids students in
acquiring rides for the weekends and holidays and two new
wooden suggestion boxes to be
placed In the grill and in the
new library. They are also
sponsoring a new bulletin board
which Is planned near the library.
Other services provided by
the administration were; to
oversee the running of all the
campus elections, to run Freshman Orientation Week, to staff
and run the Bloodmobile, to be
responsible for choslng and financing a student to a foreign
country and the support of two
petitions to study student
rights, rules and the system of
courts on campus.
Bill McConnell Is a Junior
political Science major from
Louisville, Kentucky. After he
graduates in June of 1968 be
plans to go to graduate school,

probably at some seminary
school. After that he plans to
enter the army and then possibly to get a law degree.
Presently McConnell is engaged to Miss Joan Thomas
a 1966 Eastern graduate from
Ellzabethtown, Kentucky. They
plan to be married in August of
this year. McConnell Is a member of Sigma Chi Delta fraternity and acts as their seargent at arms.
In the past McConnell has
been president of the InterDorm Council for 1966, vice president of the sophomore
class of 1966, a Justice on
the 1966 Student Court and is
presently vice - chairman for
the Kentucky Southern Universities Student Council Association.
Commenting on Eastern and
his past term as president
McConnell said, "I feel that
any problems on this campus
no matter how small can be
traced to one problem • a
lack of understanding and
oneness of purpose between the
students, faculty and administration."
He also said, "Any student
government must have the complete backing of the student
body to get anything done."
•I went to office thinking
that Eastern was populated by
some of the finest people In
the world and now I know It,"
said Bill and he added, 'I would
like to express my appreciation
to the Student Council and the
entire student body tor their
support during my administration. For without them, nothing could have been accomplished."

years, Bob is a Junior with a
double major of history and
English. He has a 3.82 grade
average and hopes to work on
his master's degree here. A
part of his long range goals
Is to obtain his Ph. D. degree
in Latin American history.
A committee, composed of
Student Council and faculty
members, interviewed the applicants and narrowed the list
to four finalists. These finalist were Dale Arterberry,
Kathy Schwettman, Dale Poling,
and Robert Tarvin. Along with
six references each, these
students' applications were sent
to the national headquarters In
Putney, Vermont, where the recipient was chosen.
Out of 52 countries, Bob chose

Kappa Delta Pi
Banquet April 25

On His Way To Uruguay
Bob Tarvin. an all-league tackle for the Colonels, receives
notification from Eugene Barnes. Chairman of the Student
Council's Selection Committee for the Experiment In International Living, that he has been awarded this year's honor
of representing Eastern In Uruguay.

The Kappa Delta PI Banquet will take place on Tuesday, AprU 25th in the President's Room of the Student
Union Cafeteria. The Banquet will begin at 6:30 p.m.
The speaker of the eveningwill be Dr. Macklehaney, the
National Executive Secretary
of Kappa Delta PI Special
guest will be Eastern's author-in-realdence, Jesse Stuart.
The tickets are now on sale
at $2.00. They may be purchased from Judy Hamilton
in 316 Clay Hall or
Whltaker 419 Clay Hall.
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Failure Could End It AH

Students' Rights Petition Needs Action
A SHOWDOWN on students' rights is in
the offing.
Before school closed for spring vacation, a petition written by the Student Council and signed by approximately 1500 students was delivered to the Faculty Senate.
The petition states in essence that the
studenst of EKU "except to be treated as
adulst" and that the Uiniversity should not
"assume the role of parents in either disciplining or protecting students."
The petition further contends that we
students "have a right to have clearly established published procedure concerning
our rights and a specifically written set of
rules which we are expected to observe and
not a set of implied rules coming from 'tradition and custom.' "
In an effort to substantiate their argunlents and protests and in an attempt to initiate action to bring about the desired and
much needed reformations, the students, in
the petition, request that the Senate establish a committee to investigate students'
rights and the University's present disciplinary procedures.
The importance and significance of
this gesture on behalf of a number of awake
and concerned students should not be
slighted.
An extremely potent implement lies
within the structure and intentions of this
petition. The success or failure of this one
venture could decide the futures of the Student Council, the Student Court, the Faculty

Letter To The Editor
A NEED FOR ACCURACY
Dear Editor:
In many ways the EASTERN PROGRESS
Is an excellent newspaper, and I am In agreement with the editorial of March 30. It to the
Job of the PROGRESS to report the significant
events of campus Ufe and to exercise Judgment
and taste In deciding what features and articles
to Include. A student newspaper, as you observed, should not be a propaganda sheet tor
any group or organization; it should rather,
through its news coverage, give Information on
current happenings, and, through its ^♦"rifilf
and feautres, reflect student opinion and interests.
I feel above all, however, that the PROGRESS must be fair and accurate In its reporting. Adll Stevenson once observed that "accuracy is to a newspaper what virtue to to a
woman—except, of course that a newspaper
can print a retraction." I am writing to lament the fact that the PROGRESS to so often in
need of printing retractions.
Another example of Inaccurate reporting
occurred In the March 30 PROGRESS with regard to our fraternity. Alpha Chi 'f^M'
pledges had collected 3178.67 for the Easter
Seal campaign, working with the Richmond
Rotary Club, and PI Alpha Theta sorority. The
front page artcile in the PROGRES8 credited
this project to another fraternity that was in
no way involved with this project. What to
involved here to not credit, but accuracy!
Alpha Chi Lambda prefers to have its
pledges perform useful, responsible, and worthwhile tasks while they are engaged in their
pledge period. We feel that this to the crutial
difference between Alpha Chi Lambda and the
other fraternities. We are not Interested in
meaningless pranks or senseless publicity
stunts.
The brothers of my fraternity, however,
are beginning to wonder about the value system
and discretionary Judgment exercised by the
PROGRESS. As best we can tell, the student
newspaper is not willing to take note of our
distinctive policy. Our worthwhile service
project to attributed to another group (are
fraternity and sorority names all Greek to the
PROGRESS?) while silly stunts get full, front
page and accurate coverage. Surly this reporting does not reflect "the Idealism" and the
"spirit of the school!"
In fairness I should note that your paper
did give accurate coverage to one of our pledge
projects — our participation on the Pioneer
Debate Tournament held on campus. But accurate reporting should be the rule, not the exception. We will continue to supply your reporters with Information concerning our activities well in advance of your deadlines. I hope
that the PROGRESS staff will soon learn to
tell us Greeks apart.
David Lowe
President Alpha Chi '-n—Mir

Senate, students' rights, and the rapport
among students, faculty, and administrators.
Students' rights and the "parental" responsibility of the University are topics that
have been discussed and questioned by many
people for a long time, but the recent de>
velopments concerning these principles at
the University of Kentucky has prompted
action on our campus.
If one university in Kentucky can realize and accept its sole, true, legal relationship to its students and adopt a set of written policies to cover this relationship, then
why can't the other schools follow similar
routes?
Eastern students have brought the
situation to a head with their petition.
If this petition fails to produce any
recognizable changes, then the students
will know that the Faculty Senate and the
Administration care little about the students and their feelings and attitudes. The
Student Council will know that it is an organization that is not respected, recognized,
or taken seriously by the Senate and the
Administration.
What's more important is that the
concern, power, influence, and effectiveness
of the Senate is on the line. Should the
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An Educator Speaks

Yesterday's Legacy: Today's Ckallen&es
(EDITOR'S NOTE: 'The folowing is the
second and concluding installment of the
keynote address given at the Faculty Dinner
last March 25 as part of the Founder's Day
celebration. The speaker was Dr. Florence
B. Stratemeyer, Eastern's first Distinguished
Professor and a member of the College' of
Education faculty. The first part of this
text was published in the April 6 issue of
the PROGRESS.)
Each individual to a feeling as well aa a
knowing being. Youth on our college campuses
seek to know what life to all about; they are torn
by present uncertainties and a life that has
known little except conflict and discord. Sensitivity to others, percepUons of their feelings,
and deep humanism are not of the Intellect and
rational processes alone. In our educational
program and in our work with students, concentration on the cognitive needs to be balanced
with attention to the affective. This to the
challenge to each of us at Eastern as our numbers increase. If we are truly committed to
concern for the whole person, we will . . .
—seek admission data that deal with
more than the cognitive.
—seek to know our students aa individuals — their feelings and aspirations,
their values, their human relations as
well as their Intellectual power.
—look at our educational program
and our own teaching to see where our
students are helped to gain understanding and knowledge about feelings.
The foregoing are but Illustrative actions
that we might well take as we commit ourselves
to providing for balance in the cognitive and affective domains.
Balance that appropriately blends research
and teaching has several facets. The first relates to colleges and universities becoming overly busy with funded projects and federal and
state research grants that have little or no relevance to Increased knowledge and understanding of the discipline or the teaching of it. Another imbalance to found in efforts to use and
give preference to experimental research and
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Senate fail on this matter, the whole structure of faculty government would be exposed to harsh questioning and criticism.
The outcome of this affair will expand
the Student Court into the powerful and effective organ it should be, or it will kill it
completely.
Also, students' rights will become a recognized and respected fact; or it will shrivel into a scoffed-at, meaningless fantasy.
Disciplinary actions will become established procedures, or they will degenerate
to the whims of a few administrators.
Finally, rapport among students, faculty, and administrators will be improved
and strengthened to the point where complete understanding and cooperation are
possible, or it will be strangled by the attitudes and actions of a biggoted, autocratic
institution.
This petition has got to be acted upon
immediately.
The students have done their part and
raised their voices. It now rests with the
Senate, and ultimately with the President
and the Board of Regents.
We students should soon know whether or not our only station on this campus
is to pay our tuition so the University can
baby sit with us.

statistical analyses. Much needed study, In the
behavioral sciences and the arts especially, cannot be studied firsthand through these methods.
A former colleague, Margaret Lindaey, has
stated this concern as "fear that teaching will
be so dissected, so cold, so depersonalised, so dehumanized, so unimaginative that the creative
mind, the warm person, the artist practitioner
will be forever lost in the teaching profession."
Neither of these Imbalances need occur at Eastern if we reflect on the clear position taken by
President Martin when speaking of our becoming a university. I paraphrase his words "Research, yea, but research that contributes to
better educational experiences for students."
Balance In Knowledge of Subject Matter to
be Taught aad Knowledge About Tracking
Balance In knowledge of subject matter to
be taught and knowledge about teaching has relevance both for the students we prepare to become teachers and for us as college teachers.
Both are needed in substantial amounts. In
meeting this challenge, we may expect . . .
—more systematic study by all of us
of the effects of our behavior as college
teachers on learning; of student styles
of learning and their import for styles
of teaching.
—to welcome to our ranks In the
areas In which we are prepalrng teachers, persons who are scholars In their
academic discipline and also have a
specialization in education. Reference
here is made to scholars in political
science, art, or whatever discipline who
also have a specialization In education,
The foregoing are some of the balances to
watch, I believe, we must give attention as we
carry out legacy forward with regard for the
dimensions of present-day society.
Achieving Continuity Amidst Change
The challenge of achieving continuity
amidst change, too, to many faceted. It relates
to looking at the past and asking what yesterday and today mean for tomorrow, to continuing scholarship in a world of rapidly-expanding knowledge and corresponding obsolescence
of much of that knowledge, and to the need for
intimate and close relationships between college
and non-collgee life both during the college years
and as the student undertakes full participation
In the adult world.
What we can teach is only a small part of
what our students will have to learn, and this
applies to whatever their field of specialisation
and role in life The central and critical question facing us as teachers, If our students are
to go on learning throughout their lives, to twofaceted: First, "How teach to develop Intellectual enthusiasm and ability to go on learning
rather than the much too common practice of
developing a view of knowledge as an insurmountable hurdle — as something overwhelming
and anxiety—producing?"
The second question to one to which Margaret Mead has been calling our attention for
some tune. In her book Utled, "And Keep Tour
Powder Dry " she asks, "Bow teach to help
students deal with knowledge and situations as
yet unknown—unknown even to those who are
guiding learning?" In essence, both questions

focus on the relevance of what we teach.
Recently some of us at Eastern have been
giving attention to these questions. Suffice tonight to recall that, wheraes for many years the
emphasis has been on factual and descriptive
content of the various fields, there now to recognition of the need for emphasis on knowledge
of the structure and methodology of a field. The
goal to to guide the learner In understanding the
basic concepts and conceptual relationships that
are essential "tools" In intelligently ordering
new data and in using new and changing factual
and descriptive content. The particular content becomes secondary to the structure aad
methodology of a field aa the content to be
understood by all learners.
Paraphrasing a frequently quoted statement, "It to a great discovery to know that the
key of knowledge could turn both ways; that
it could open, as well as lock the door of power."
living in today's world means more than
knowing. As Whltehead has so well said, quickness In "getting the point" to not the same aa
"capacity to act wisely on the thing apprehended." Aa a result of much college teaching
today, many students are bypassing the experience of living for the abstractions about It;
falling to relate their college work to the social
scene. Both are needed In a world where, In
the words of Henry Bergson, we must "Think
as men of action" and "act aa men of thought.''
To develop such men and women requires
that our teaching role Include decision-making
in the arena of human action — resolving differences, developing the habit of "thinking
through" to responsible action and of testing
consistency between values held and behavior;
that we have concern for the behavior of our
students in the world of social reality.
To achieve continuity between learning and
its use bshavlorially suggests the need to give
attention to...
—knowledge of the relationships
among fields of study, to using data
from several fields aa they apply to a
situation. In the world of human affairs problems and situations do not
fall into discreet compartments lsheiled
"political," "economic," "aesthetic,"
"technological." Moral Issues are a
part of politics and technology; the
world of beauty to Integral In many
aspects of science.
—knowledge about feelings (a point
to which reference has already been
made) — to growth In self-perception
to developing skill hi differentiating
one's feelings, to percepUveness about
the feelings of others, to Identification
aad understanding of affecUvely-toned
assumptions and beliefs, to sensing the
emerging environment.
—development of attitudes basic to
action in our rapidly-changing society
—tolerance for uncertainty, inetlllgent
risk taking, how to deal with the Inevitable gap between awareness of developing situations and full understanding of those situations, a sense of commitment and zeal
But before we leave our consideration of
■a—WT^'*——————————'
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continuity between college learning and action,
we need to note the importance of the relevance
of ways of working In college. The college student who to to act responsibly In a world of
change — If what we know about transfer of
learning to to be Implemented — must take responsibility, under guidance, for bis own educalton. John Gardner, In his book, "Self-Renewal. The Individual aad the Innovative Socleyt, points up the need when he says, "We
are giving our young people cut flowers when
we should be teaching them how to grow their
own plants."
This means, among
things...
—guidance and advisement of the
student which includes longvlew planning of his college course and noncourse activities — what he seeks to
achieve and plans for realizing his obJecUves.
—cooperative planning of college
(Continued aa fag* I)
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Ideologies And Such

A Generation Of Protests?

J "

By RALPH McGILL
Tor a moment the world la In a period of
political paradox — a calm within which blow
fitful spirits of angry protest There are no
real hurricane winds, no vast, dark funnel of a
' political tornado.
Communism has lost momentum as an ideology. The old socialism of Europe Is gone. The
new socialism, best illustrated by Britain's government and the Socialists of Germany, is
caught and crippled In the transition of Europe
and the decline of empire in Great Britain. The
old laissesTTaire capitalism of the 18th and 19th
centuries Is gone with the winds of economic,
industrial and social change. The last vestiges
of unregulaetd, ruthless capitalism hang on In
some of the,Latin American countries, and in a
few of the feudal oil-rich sheikhdoms of the
Middle East. Even in the areas where a small
percentage of indigenous population owns all
there is to own and bloats itself on a growing
population of misery and frustration, there is a
realization that nothing in the world Is going to
be permitted a laissez-faire existence:
Castro's Communism Unsuccessful
Communism, for the time being at least, is
factlonallzed In Latin America. Fidel Castro's
Communism has not succeeded. His own people
are not better off than they were before Fidel.
Castro could have exported success. For a
time Communism around the world represented
two major factions — that of Peking and that
of Moscow. Even then there were splinters of
Tito-Communists, Trotskyttes, and so on.
In a trip in West Africa in 1963 the writer
was occasionally heckled and harassed by Chinese-oriented left-wing students and faculty.

LOVE'S AGONY
Oh, Godl How utterly pointless
and empty this world is.
Days all filled with
cheap and tarnished moments,
fleeting in succession of each other;
sleepless and haunted nights
follow in bitter routine.
The Sun shines
without brightness
The Moon rises
without light
My heart has the choking taste of ashes
My stomach has knotted itself
My throat is tight and parched
What is a^
lost
soul? ■■■-■
Hm J'M.W, % ir?*ns and fangs
of love ..
to those
of dying.
A cold, aching lonliness
is a parasite on my Spirit.
Doubtless.. .1 am God's lonliest mortal.
My wretchedness is locked deep within me.
Out of this suffering
something
must be born—
from it the
birth
of my own
Death.

Help me.
Save me.
Love me.

YES.
YES.
—Aldoris J. Matney

Some wore Chinese costumse to advertise their
affiliation. On a Just-completed African Journey there were no signs of the old student Peking-oriented groups. There still are elft-wing
Communists. But their power and their own
dynamic is lessened. The truth Is that neither
the Russian nor Chinese Communist moves in
Africa had much success. The Chinese are
said not to know how to be "human" in their
relationships. The Soviets also have failed to
make any substantial ideological progress.
Nasser is behind the major aggression now
in Africa — that directed at Yemen, at Aden,
and southward-pushing guerrilla movements out
of Somalia. Russia is Nasser's major supplier.
There also are evidences of a quickening Soviet
interest in the possibilities of courting all Muslim powers and Muslim minorities. This might
be a more fertile field for division and subversion.
Even so rich a counrty as the United States
certainly must know by now that it must substitute housing for the slum ghettos. The flight
to .suburbs cannot go on forever leaving the
cities to become utter slums. The suburbs could
not long survive. Can we cheer the ability to
reach the moon and at the same time haggle
and straggle on housing for the poor? Is that
a good ad for free enterprise and technology?
So there Is a period of relative calm. But
It is only relative. It la now very likely that
half the world's population averages about 18
years old and younger. (In the United States
the figure is half 25 years old and younger.)
If there is a relative calm today it is the
one that comes before the great storms.
Most of the world population Is hungry
discontented, and ready to try any new idea.
Communism is, for many, an old idea that
hasn't worked welt But for them, neither
socialism nor capitalism has prevented extreme
poverty, with lack of education, food, hospitals
r
and Jobs.
The Senate charade before the President's
departure for South America was a typical
piece of futility. Whatever the merit of the
President's plan, the Senate's total reply was
negative.
(Distributed 1967 by The Hall Syndicate, Inc.)
(AB Rights Beeerved)

Conscientious
Objector Policy
Under Question
(ACP) — Whilt the government is examining, and perhaps overhauling, the Selective
Service System, it should give closer consideration to the question of the conscientious objector, comments Faye Unger In the Michigan
State News.
The present system makes little provision
for a person outside a pacifist sect or church
to gain CO status. It makes no provision for
conscientious objection to a particular war.
We have been told, and rightly so, the News
continued, that a system with more flexible provisions would make It easy for men who merely
want to dodge the draft And with the difficulty of drawing up and enforcing such a system, it's easy to see why any government would
want to drop the whole issue. Yet both Christians and democratic governments hold that a
person cannot surrender his conscience to the
state.
There are Christians who don't belong to
pacifist churches who are confirmed pacifists on
the basis of scripture. And there are humanists atheistic and agnostic, who are pacifists
by conviction. Persons in both groups face
difficulty in getting classified as COs. Yet a
member of a pacifistlc sect can get classified
as a CO whether or not he to confirmed In his
group's views.
Some persons believe some wars are more
Just than others. Certainly we should be responsible for questioning the morality of specific wars and acts of war.
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Yesterday's Legacy: Today's Chal lenses
(Continued from page 2)
courses, with students active participants in course discussions. If we do
not want students as citizens to wait
to be told what to do or to "follow the
crowds," our role as teachers must be
more than that of sharing knowledge
by telling. Raising critical questions
may be more important than knowing
the answer.
—helping students to develop faith In
themselves to achieve goals via different paths. For example . . .
—not to repeat courses to gain a certain grade-point average but to gain
identified needed competence,
—to repeat courses (including those
in general education) without penalty
when greater maturity and new insights provide opportunity to gain
thereby.
The illustrations just used relate not only
to providing for individual differences among
students but also to the evaluation of student
progress. So important does this area seem
to me, and so influential In the development of
the student, that I have made It the third aspect
of the challenge to achieve continuity.
When In life after college has any one of
us been given a letter grade? But we are
being evaluated constantly by friends, by professional associates, by others who really know
very little about us. We need to know how to
Interpret and react to those evaluations. But
more Important, today's world requires that we
be able to evaluate ourselves realistically in our
varied endeavors. This aspect of the challenge
of continuity suggests . . .
—Involvement of the student in selfevaluaUon, in setting standards and
noting progress not in terms of a letter
grade but through descriptive statements with supporting evidence,
—helping the student to differentiate
the standards he sets In different areas.
In some he may need to seek the highest
level of competence of which he is capable, in others basic rather than full
understanding and reasonable competence may hejthe needed standard to be
realized.
—helping students, as individuals and
as class groups, spell out the behaviors
that identify achievement of stated
goals.
I submit that, working this way, we will
not find it necessary to meet the dilemma of the
instructor who is liberal with *T>" and "F"
grades and sees minimal relation between
"teaching" and "learning" as was done at the
University of California at Berkeley. According to the news media, the student with a "B"
or above average record was granted permission
to take one course on a non-graded basis
usually one of the courses known to result m
low grades for most students and thereby lowering the grade-point average. The only value
of such a procedure in providing continuity between college and life after college might be to
suggest ways of "conniving" — and we might
ask If this to the goal we seek.
You have doubtless Individually thought of
other challenges as we carry the legacy of Eastern Into the first decade of development as a
university. We will not immediately achieve
all of the needed dimensions that our heritage
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suggests in terms of the present developing
world. But we would do less than honor those,
who over the years have developed the institution to its present stature, if we did not continue to meet today's challenges and give our
best in the sixth decade of Eastern.

Exam Weight Questioned
(ACP) — Two thirds of the American
Thought and Language Dept faculty at Michigan State University would like to see the ««B|
exam count only half as much as it doss now in
determing a student's final grade, the State
News reports.
The department members voted 86-18 to
inform the University College of their preference for final exams weighted at 25 rather than
the current 50 per cent of the final grade.
The ATL vote win have no inmnnVite effect, since exam policy to decided by the entire
University College which also includes the
Natural Science Humanities, and Social Science
Departments.
"The other departments have a different
situation," Dean Edward A. Carlin said. "But
now that the ATL faculty has shown Its concern, we'll certainly look into the area."
Supporters of the change argued that:
—With the 50 per cent final, students cram
for the final rather than taking the instructor's
teaching seriously.
— A 75 per cent weight on classroom work
would be a more accurate reflection of 10 weeks
work.
—Multiple choice tests, such as the present
final, provide a poor indication of student performance and handicap students who aren't
good at guessing games.
—With less emphasis on the final, teachers
could stress the complexities of the readings.
Carlin backed opponents of the change
when he said that "the weighting of the examination may not be as impotrant as its nature."
Last fall the ATL faculty narrowly defeated a
motion to replace the multiple choice examination with a half-sesay, half-objective final

r
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Baseballers Complete Successful Trip

by
Cnig Anner«#B

Face Morehead And Tech In League Play

Progriss
Sports Editor

Scoreboards Added To Courts

Jack Adams has added a new gimmick to the tennis courts
this year which will aid the spectators as they attempt to keep
up with the individual matches in progress.
He has added three new scoreboards which will be stationed
at strategic points around the courts to keep the crowd up with
the matches when the Colonels have matches with visiting
schools.
"We have had good student support at our matches so we
decided to add the scoreboards to aid them and keep them up to
date," Adams said.
Adams will have a good chance to put his scoreboards to
work this weekend when his netters host Western, Middle Tennessee and Murray in a quadrangle meet. The Eastern team
will have matches at 1 on Friday and at 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. on
Saturday. The quadrangle meet is an annual meet and the
Colonels will be attempting to break Western's supremacy on
the courts.
•This is the best tennis team Eastern has had since I've been
here," Adams noted. "We have good depth and the kids have
accepted the challenge of winning."
The tennis team lost three of four matches on a swing
through the South but all the defeats were by a narrow margin
against the area's best. - Adams noted that the teams in the
South are able to compete the year around while his squad has
been practicing for a relatively short time.
After the quadrangle meet this weekend, the tennis team
travels to Western and Ohio University before returning home
for nine matches.
_ .
BASEBALL TEAM SHOWS IMPRESSIVE AVEBAOES
Charlie Turkey" Hughes baseball team is off to a good
start toward defending their conference title and a look at the
team's batting averages quickly tells why.
Through eleven games, first baseman Arnold Nyulassey
paced the Colonel sluggers with a fantastic .510 batting average.
He was closely followed by Junior second baseman Louis Escobar
and sophomore third baseman Jimmy Cain »who sport marks of
.489 and .487, respectively.
Shortstop Frank Borgia's .404 batting average is good
enough to be tops on most teams, but it is only good for fourth
on the hitting conscious Colonels.
Sophomore Ron Anderws leads the pitching corps with a
2-0 won-lost record and a 1.74 earned run average.
The Morehead doubleheader and the twin bill against Tennessee Tech this Saturday should go a long way towards deciding the conference champ.
WILL CLAY FINALLY ACCEPT HIS RESPONSIBILITY?
.
It is going to be interesting to see what heavyweight champion Cassius Clay or Mohammad All or whatever he calls himself
is going to do now that he appears to have exhausted every possible means to avoid the responsibility given to all fit American
males, the draft.
It is too bad that a champion In the world of athletics has
to make such an Imprint on the sports world and give the sort
of boxing the image he has appaerntly given It.
It seems to this writer that If Clay Is not ready to accept
the responsibilities of being an American, then he should leave
the United States and search for another land that does not ask
its citizens to support and uphold that country's policies and

SAFE . . . Colonel catcher Jerry Gill slides safely Into third
base In Eastern's opening game 14-4 victory over Hlllsdale.
Also shown is third base coach Bill Bearse' and Hlllsdale
third baseman Dwayne Pelz. The Colonels meet Tennessee
Tech In a doubleheader Saturday on "Turkey Hughes" Field
at 1 p.m.
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ALWAYS FIRST QUALITXJr

his second win without a loss.
victory over Lincoln Memorial They then Journeyed to MUllgan,
University, the Colonels openea Tennessee, winning a 10-5 vera tough three game schedule dict over a stubborn Mllllgan,
with Georgia Southern. Behind College team. Durham was the
the power hitting of Borgia, winner.
Nyulassey, and Ron PlnsenIn their first OVC action.
schaum. Eastern gained their Eastern split a twin - bill with
first victory over Southern In East Tennessee at Johnson City,
the four year rivalry by the Tennessee. The Colonels came
score of 7-3. Borgia's two run out victorious in the first game,
double was the second Inning's 5-1, while the Tennesseeans
big blow. Sophomore Ron An- scored a run In the final Indrews picked up his first win. ning of the second game to
The second game was a difEastern's Larry Williams
ferent story as Southern won Its drove
four runs In the first
18th game In 23 starts, 6-3. game, In
three of them coming on
Durham was tagged with the
loss. Jimmy Cain, a sophomore, a bases - loaded triple. Anwas the only bright spot In the drews ran his record to 2-0,
game for the Colonels as he striking out eight men and givslammed a home run and two ing up only five hits.
East
Tennessee's Eddie
singles.
The Colonels won the final Goodson doubled up the middle
game by 11-6, scoring nine runs in the bottom of the seventh
off Southern pitcher Jim Nevln in the second inning to score
In the first two Innings. It
was his first loss during his
college career in 13 trips to
the mond. Lee Hucker and Cain
each had four hits, with the
latter knocking in four runs.
McCullough was the winning
pitcher.
Eastern traveled on to Carson - Newman taking a 5-3
victory with Whitehead gaining

men, juniors Sparky Snyderand
Kent Chaflln, have given impressive performances and
should be tough competition for
any opponent.
*w,
Sophomore Llndy Rlgglns and
freshman Tom Davis have
shown signs of brilliance and
they should be ready to play
with the best by the conference
meet.
"We have more depth than we
have ever had in the past, each
boy is capable of beating any
other on a given day," Adams
noted.
The Colonels' doubles teams
have shown surprising strength
with the number two and three
doubles teams sporting records
of six wins against one loss.
Rlgglns and Chaflln compose
the number two unit while Davis
and Worthlngton, Ohio Junior
Mike Jeffries make up the
number three doubles team.
The number one doubles team
composed of Snyder and cocaptaln Steve Burley has always
drawn the opposition's best and
as a result have lost some
close matches.
The Colonels start confrence
play this weekend when
they
host Western, MurtayvandMBdie Tennessee in a quadrangular meet on the Eastern tennis
courts.
Western is the defending
champ and they have all their
performers from last year returning. The Colonels are expected to give the Hllltoppers
and Murray a battle for top
honors with Middle rated as
a darkhorse contender.
"We are stronger than any
team I've had In the past, these
kids could surprise a lot of
people before the season Is
over," was Adam's prediction

on the upcoming conference battle.
The tennis team will travel to
Western and Ohio University
after this weekend's quadrangle
meet before returning home to
face nine straight opponent's
In preparation for the con-

Jimmy Davis and win the game.
Davis led East Tenn. hitting
with three hits in as many
trips to the plate. Marshall
started the game for Eastern,
but had to be relieved in the
third inning by Price, who suffered his second loss of the
campaign.
Through 12 games, Eastern
had four batters hitting over the
.400 mark. Nyulassy leads the
pack at .510, Lou Escobar .489,
Cain .489, and Borgia .404. The
Colonels have an almost unbelievable team batting average
of .298.
After a doubleheader with
Morehead Wednesday, the Colonels host Tennessee Tech
for doubleheader on Saturday,
University of Kentucky for a
single game on Tuesday, and
Xavier for a twin - bill on
Thursday. Game time is set
for 1 p.m. Saturday.

SPECIAL!

SWEETSHOP

Nettlers Play Souths Best On Trip

BY CRAIG AMMERMAN
PROGRESS SPORTS EDITOR
Jack Adams believes that
tough competition supplies the
ingredients found In a winner.
For this reason, Adams has
sent his tennis team against a
tough schedule In preparation
for a try at breaking Western's
hold on the conference crown.
And his team has responded
admirably, winning four of their
first seven matches while seeing two scheduled matches canceled by the uncooperative
weatherman.
The tennis squad got off to
a blazing start before the spring
break as they scored 9-0 shut^^____ outs over Bellarmlne, Henry
Ford Junior College, the defending national Junior college
champion, and Virginia Tech.
The Eastern netters were robbed of an apparent victory over
University of Kentucky when the
rains came before the Colonels
could compile enough points to
make the match official.
Then came the spring break
and a swing through the South.
The Colonels saw their
efforts on this trip show only
one victory aginst three defeats. But all was not gloomy.
The defeats came against
Rollins College, the NCAA college division champs, Tennessee, the SEC champion and
Florida, Tennessee's rival for
SEC honors and all were by
a narrow margin. The Colonel's
victory came against the University of the South while a
match against Jacksonville was
rained out.
"I was pleased with the boy's
performance hiring the trip,*
Adams said. -With a little more
practice, we might have won
a few more."
Adams' number one and two

beliefs.

BY KARL PARK
Pitching, a supposedly weak
spot on the Colonels' team,
coupled with powerful hitting,
provided Eatern with a very
successful southern road trip
over spring vacation as they
accomplished a 6-2 record.
Eastern's overall record is 9-3
and 1-1 in OVC play.
Before heading south, Easern won one game with Transylvanlc and split a pair with
Cumberland. In the Transy
game the Colonels slammed out
IS hits In the 19-1 victory with
Frank Borgia and ArnleNyulassy each collecting three hits
while Greg Durham collected
two home runs. Bill Whitehead
picked up the vicotry.
Eastern gained a victory in
the second game with Cumberland 6-4, after losing the opener
6-5. Glenn Marshall gained his
second victory of the season
In the second game relieving
Don McCullough in the fourth
Inning. They had six runs on
seven hits, while Cumberland
managed nine hits with their
four runs, but committed three
costly erroes. Senior Dave
Price was the losing pitcher
in the first game.
After the opening road game

ference matches In May at Fort
Campbell.
As far as student support
goes, Adams said, "The students have given us fine support
so far, I hope they will stick
with us through the rest of
the season."

EVERY
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VA Fried Chicken
with French Fries
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Vi Lb. Hamburger Steak
with' French Friei—Slaw

Kidd Pleased With Team's
Progress In Spring Drills
What would happen If Roy Kldd
Kidd has concentrated his
were to pit his first offensive offensive efforts on building a
unit against his eleven best de- running attack to compliment
fenders?
the passing of Jim Gulce.
The Colonel head coach will "Butch
and
Ted (Junior
find the answer to this question tailbacks Butch Green and Ted
and many others Saturday when Holcomb) are coming along real
he sends his top 22 grldders well and Bob Beck Is working
against each other.
for another banner year," Kldd
The Colonels are currently noted.
Harlan
sophomore Doug
In their second week of spring
practice which began before the Hampton has won the tight end
spring break. The Eastern position formerly held by Roger
youths completed five days of P rail, Freshman Loyd Hunt and
work before the break and plan Harry Glbbs are giving veterans
fifteen more before the annual Fred Tolke and Don Wlgginton
Maroon - White game draws a a battle for the guard positions.
Defensively, Kldd has been
close to spring drills.
Kldd held his. second scrim- pleased, with the play of linemage of the spring today when backers Ron Reed and Jim
he pitted his first offensive and Moberly. "These boys may be
defensive units against the the best In the conference," Kldd
said.
second stringers.
The youthful Colonel coach
Lynn Ray and Bob Webb have
seemed to be pleased with his Joined lettermen Don More and
team's progress thus far in Harry Lenz In the defensive
their early drills. "We need secondary where losses were
work on our timing and execu- felt due to the graduation of
tion, but the kids have been hit- all - conference stars Buddy
Pfaadt and Mike Smith.
ting real well," Kldd said.
Sophomores Sidney Yeldell
One of the standouts thus far
has been Junior tackle Bill and'Teddy Taylor have given the
Brewer who appears to be head- defensive line a boost with fine
ed for the all - conference slot performances.
Kldd plans at least two more
vacated by Bob Tarvin when
he was forced to give up ath- scrimmages before the Maletics. Sophomore Donnie Evans roon - White game which is
and junior Ron House are wag- slated for the second week in
ing a battle tor Tarvin's Job. May.
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Swimming And Softball Highlight
Intramural Activities
Intramural sports get Into full
swing once again this spring
with swimming and softbaU
competition In the limelight.
Intramural swimming will
consist o f one swim meet to
be held on April 26-87 In the
Alumni Coliseum pool.
The softballers, however,
will play a full schedule that
will be managed much in the
same way as were the basketball intramurals.
Swimming coach Don Combs,
who will supervise swimming
competition, has made it mandatory that all participants attend at least three (3) practices. These practice sessions
are extremely important —especially for those who have
never swum competitively before.
The times that are available

for practice are on Mondays
and Fridays from 1-3 and on
Sundays from 2-5.
As an extra Incentive, Combs
stated that Individual medals
will be presented to team members who place In the top three
In their respective events. The
winning team in the overall
competition will also receive
a trophy.
Those Interested in participating must turn in team
rosters by April 25 in Dr.
Barney Groves office in Alumni.
Competition in the Intramural
Softball league is slated to get
underway on April 25. Each
team will play with ten players,
the normal number of nine plus
a rover.
Rosters must be in Dr.
Groves' office by no later than
this afternoon.

KENNY'S DRIVE IN
Your Purchase FREE
If We Do Not
Thank You
-Open All YearHamburgers—Coneys—Mi k Shakes
BIG HILL AVE.

RICHMOND

THE
COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

Earl Jordan: Athlete And Citizen
BY BUTCH MAGEE
Earl Jordan didn't want to
run track In high school; now
he's a potential All - American
Half - MUer.
The scene —White Plains
High School, White Plains, New
York In I960. The subjectEarl Jordan, freshman.
Earl had been satisfied with
Just loafing with the boys on
the track team and watching,
as a spectator, from the sidelines. Although he was a natural
and had developed his potential
unknowingly by romping with
other neighborhood kids at a
nearby recreation center, he
was satisfied with Just living
life as It was, without recognition.
Earl and his childhood friends
had developed a game. To them
It had been a big thing to see
who could ride around the track
the longest on their bicycles.
That game wore out, so then
It became a big thing to see
who could run around the track
the longest. The feeling of running had given pleasure to Earl
nlng had given pleasure to Earl,
but still competitive running did
not interest him, so he ran on
his own. Sometimes he would
run with a friend, Just for company.
White Plains High School,
being the track hungry school
that It was, wasn't about to let
a prospect like Earl get away.
Led by Earl's best friend and
present college roommate, Jim
Nichols, the track team goaded
Earl Into running track.
All the while he ran, Earl
kept saying, "What am I doing
out here. I don't want to run
track." To this his roommate,
Jim Nichols, would reply,
"Earl, you're not out here because you were made to. You're

here because you want to be,
now face up to it!" Earl finally
did face up to it and became
one of the best track men in
the history of Whit e Plains
High School.
Some of Earl's accomplishments were New York State
Champion in the 880, captain
of his team, member of the
State Championship Team in
Cross Country, in which Earl's
roommate, Jim Nichols, came
In first place. Earl also ran
a 2:15.4 100 yard run, which
was the fastest time in the
nation for a high schooler In
1964, and he anchored the sprint
medley team, which set a
national record.
For a boy who didn't want
to run track, It would appear
that he puts an honest effort
into each race, and he does.
Everyone this writer talked to
said virtually the same thing.
When asked what they thought
of Earl, they were quick to
reply about his fantastic competitive
attitude
and his
mode. ty.
Earl has that "never say die"
attitude. While In a high school
meet, he sustained a foot InJury, which hampered his running tremendously, but Earl
didn't complain and went ahead
with the race. He won, beating
one of the best half - mllers
ever to come out of the state
of New York.
While running for Eastern
In the Kentucky Relays In Louisville, Earl developed a stomach
ache, but he Just shrugged It off
and concentrated on the race. He
won his leg of the relay, and
the next day he went to the
hospital; - he had appendicitis.
When asked what he thought
about his recognition and
modesty that so many people

had spoken of, he Just hung
his head and said, "I like recognition if Its for the entire
team, because it takes an entire team to win. As for being
modest, I was brought up that
way. My mother and father
taught me to respect everyone
and not to discriminate in anyway against anyone."
Earl is liked by most everyone that has ever came in contact with him. Stan Smith, who
ran against Earl in high school
and who Is now a teammate
of his, says'thls, "I didn't know
him personally In high school,
but I knew he was a winner
and after meeting him this year,
I think he is one of the greatest
guys that anyone could ever have
the pleasure to run with or
be on the same team with."
Earl's goal In life Is to be a
coach. He's a Physical Education major and Recreation
minor, and says he might decide to go Into recreation after
college.
Earl who has ran a 1:61 2
half - mile, is a potential All
- American, but besides this
he is a fine individual and a
true competitor. With credentials such as this, success
is emmlnent.
Harry Faint speaks of Earl's
consideration for other people.
"Earl is one of the most fantastic guys I've ever met. He
never says anything bad about
anybody."
This writer questioned Earl
about the things he liked in
life. He said, "I really don't
know. I can except anything because life is what you make
It; you can find fault in anything, and also find a lot of
good In everything."
There's a lot of good In Earl
Jordan.

BRING YOUR BLIND DATE TO

YOU'LL FIND WE'RE ECONOMICAL AND DISCREET
WEST MAIN AT CITY LIMITS
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Phone 623-6500

Big Hill Ave.
COHTItIA . . . FROM «100

PhoM 623-6440
Boat Life Jacket
'Coast Guard Approved.
Kapok sealed 2G4115

THE
COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
IS "THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY COMPANY SELLING
EXCLUSIVELY TO COLLEGE MEN..
Featuring "THE BENEFACTOR," the life Insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusively to college
men.
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Steam-Dry Iron
Has thermostat and 17
■team vents. JC2001
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PONTIAC B'ViHe 2 Dr. HT. air. fill pow.

1966
1965

PONTIAC 2 Dr. HT. Gand. Prix, 4 Speed
CHEVROLET 2 Door HT. Impale

1964

FORD 2 Dr. HT. Standard Shift. P. S.

1963

CHEV. 2 Dr. HT. Impale with Air
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Come in and Teat Drive any of our Fine Automobiles.
See Ed, Ken, or Bay.
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Don't Miss This One!

All Campus Party
FRIDAY EVENING AT
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Ohio State University
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Students May Gaze At Hea ven And Stir^
AMPUS lALENDAR
At Eastern's Smith Park Observatory
At
night while walking
through the Ravine, many students make use of the opportunity to gaze upon the "stars*
But there are other students who
gaze into the heavens and view
the stars from another campus
location-—the
Smith
Park
Observatory.
Named after the former dean
of academic affairs, the obsevatory was built to be used by
the general science classes, and

as a cultural addition to the
campus. It Is also used some
times by the astronomy classes, and occasionally by the
various science clubs.
The Observatory houses a
good quality 8" telescope given
to us by«the University of Kentucky. The telescope Is of the
refracting type and has a range
from 120 power to 360 power.
Different powers are used at
differenUlrnesdejjencjIngjjntte

YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE
Corner 2nd & Main Streets

Serving
EASTERN STUDENTS
SINCE 1934

DIXIE
DRY CLEANERS
Where your clothes receive that
personal care that only long
experience can give.
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.

atmospheric conditions.
THURSDAY, APRIL 20
The telescope Is mounted on
Bloodmoblle on Campus
10:00-3:00
a metal frame and this frame Is
Burnam Hall Rec. Room
Deans' Review
Alumni Coliseum Lot
mounted to a concrete founda10:45 a.m.
Weaver Gym
tion. The concrete extends all
Gymnastics Club
5:30-7:30
Christian Science Organisation
the way to bedrock to eliminate
6:00 p.m.
University 101
vibrations from passing veWeaver Pool
Kappa Kappa Sigma
6:00 p.m.
hicles which could cause error
University 104
6:30 p.m.
Newman Club
in sightings. The total cost of
Grise Room
Young Republicans' Club
6:30 p.m.
the building Itself is about $25,Alumni Coliseum
Beach Boys
8:00 p.m.
000.
Fltzpatrtck
Ind. Lab.
Sigma Chi Delta
9:00 p.m.
There are no certain hours
FRIDAY.
APRIL
21
that the observatory is open due
Brock Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
Movie—"The Rare Breed"
to the fact that there Is no
SUB Cafeteria
8:00 p.m.
Junior Military Ball
person to be in full - time SATURDAY, APRIL 32
charge of it. Another reason
NO MOVIE
for no certain hours Is that it MONDAY, APRIL 24
cannot be heated during the
Fayette
County Club
University 104
4:15 p.m.
winter months. The air currents
Wesley Foundation—Supper and Program
5:15 p.m.
Methodist Campus Center
that would be created by the
Ferrell Room
Senior Class
heat and this would again cause
5:15 p.m.
University 201
Lincoln County Club
5:15 p.m.
error In sightings.
Weaver Gym
5:30-7:30
Gymnastics Club
The observatory is open to
Grise Room
Young Democrats' Club
6:30 p\m.
the students and public at difScience 310
Chemistry Club
7:00 p.m.
ferent times of the year at
Industrial Education Club
7:30 p.m.
open house. At these times
Fltzpatrtck 12
students, faculty, and any one
Brock Auditorium
Movie "Tom Jones"
7:30 p.m.
from the public may come and
Burnam Hall House Council
10:00 p.m.
gaze into the heavens through
Burnam Hall
the telescope.
TUESDAY, APRIL 25
The observatory is located
Grise Room
5:00 p.m.
Student Council
where it Is, so it will be
CWENS
University 101
5:00 p.m.
easily accessible to the people.
Wesley Foundation—Choir Practice
5:30 p.m.
Methodist Campus Center
Even though this is not the
Fltzpatrtck 15
Pike County Club
6:00 p.m.
ideal place for an observatory,
President's Room
Kappa Delta PI Dinner
6:30 p.m.
It is the best place we have.
Fltzpatrtck 17
7:00 p.m.
Home Economics Club
For if it were on the top of
Fltzpatrtck 12
7:00 p.m.
Agriculture Club
a mountain in a desolate area,
University 103
Pulaski County Club
7:30 p.m.
there woult* be a risk of danBrock Auditorium
Movie—"La Boheme"
7:30 p.m.
ger, to the students because of
Clay Hall House Council
10:00 p.m.
the terrain, and to the obserClay Hall Lobby
vatory because of the posSullivan Hall House Council
10:15 p.m.
sibility of vandalism.
Sullivan Hall
[WEDNESDAY: APRIL 26
Westminster Fellowship
5:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
Gymnastics Club
Weaver Gym
5:30-7:30
KYMA Club
Ferrell Room
6:00-7:00
6:00-7:30
Drum and Sandal
Weaver Dance Studio
Wesley Foundation—Vespers
6:30 p.m.
Methodist Campus Center
Biology Club
Science 111
6:30 p.m.
Biology Club
Science 111
6:30 p.m.
KIE
University 103
6:30 p.m.
Photo Club
Science 120
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Physics Club
Science 217
OAKS
University 104
7:15 p.m.

We Guarantee To Please.
240 S. SECOND
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Meet the World's -*•-'
CHICKEN
SALESMAN
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High school driver education
courses that meet aaOoaally
accepted standards are considered an Important factor
in traffic accident prevention.
Such courses are supported
by many insurance companies through an insurance
rate discount to those who
have successfully completed
such a course.

*r lx Sunday iliiMrr •nrn 'lap a w~k
OCX, >««••«»■

frtaktlMftU..

Governor's Coordinating

COLONEL RESTAURANT
Mg Hill Avenue

Did 423-4158

Richmond. Ky.

For years, Kentucklans and
visitors have enjoyed the beauty
of the Cumberland Mountains
and the nationally known bluegrass regions of Central Kentucky.
Richmond,
the
Madison
County seat, is the crossroads
of these contrasting regions.
To the east are the mountains
and to the west lie the basis
for Kentucky's acclaimed nickname.
Eastern also has enjoyed
these plctoral surroundings.
But this year, Eastern will go
beyond the prevailing visible
beauty of the area and inltate
full - scale exploration of its
biological activities.
A graduate sudles program in
the biological sciences has been
established and primary emphasis Is being placed on research.
Formerly, biology majors
were offered the Master of
Arts in Education degree with
emphasis In their malor field.
But the new Master of Science
degree will afford students
specialization in seven biological areas--field and invertebrate zoology, animal physiology, ecology, plant morphology, systematlcs and wildlife
and fisheries.
•The new program will provide specialization in the area
of the student's interest and
will prepare him for a specific function/ said Dr. H. H.
LaFuze, chairman of the Department of Blolory.
•In the old program, students selected courses that applied to high school teaching
rather than specialization.
•The Master of Science is
a research degree, it is not
a professionla education degree,* LaFuze said. "Most of
our people will be shooting for
doctorate degrees and will be
qualified to enter any graduate
school for their advanced

Committee
For Traaac Safety

At present, there Is a collection of approximately 176,803 books in the John G. Crabbe
Library. Over 27,000 books
have already been added to this
assortment and the library is
trying to add at least 2,000
books a month to its present
collection.
In the microfilms department, the library already h
2300 reels of film. Mr. Erne
E. Weyhoauch, Eastern's Di
rector of Libraries, slated,
"The heavy microfilm purch
recently ordered specifically by
the English department Is also
useful to the people in the
political science and history
departments.* Mr. Weyhoauch
added, "To facilitate research
by faculty, graduate and undergraduate students, we hope to
procure a microfilm reader
printer which will enable the
user to make normal size coles of any microfilm frame
that may be desired. We will

keep prices within reach of all
users by maintaining the 5
cents charge available at present for work done with existing copies.*
Commenting further, Mr.
Weyhoauch said: "Efforts are
being made by all faculty members to help the library In the
selective purchasing of periodical backfiles in all subject
areas to implement projective
programs and to support existent ones."
As a further note, Mr. Weyhoauch reflected his thanks to
the students by saying, «We
very much appreciate the high
degree of cooperation that the
students have demonstrated In
using the llbrarry. We would
like to acknowledge the staffs
pleasure when observing the
very diligent and mature use of
the library's resources by the
Eastern students. A library Is
only a collection of books until
these books become Instrumen-

tal in the orderly assemhalizatlons of knowledge."
We want to thank the students
for understanding the necessity
tor checking brief cases, books
and personal belongings at the
turnstiles. Having conducted
surveys of other institutions, we
find that a vast majority do
have turnstile checkouts. Unfortunately, this Is the common
price that Is paid tor open shelf,
free1 3" excess collections. The
faculty as well as students have
been most reasonable In their
attitudes concerning this security measure."
Mr. Weyhoauch concluded:
"We hope to be In full gear
In the fall of 1967"

search In their fields.' _^
Although the program will
be In full swing until Sep
several students are
In graduate research that
mester. Credit courses _
will be offered to applteaata
In summer school.
Individualism is the bay to
the program. Each sturtoat will
help select the memberehf M*
graduate committee, h:
research and thesis t<
The committee will
through the entire prog;
conduct an oral exai
covering academic m
to,
research and the lnri
thesis upon completlo»M_
course.
"This is a step toward Improving our academic teMeja,"
said LaFuze, "It refleate tee
shifting Image from a rsMaai
to a university.* '
Research, however, WiU aot
be limited to the graduate program. With the presence afaa
Increased number of graiaatar
students In biology, Eastern will
offer supervised research oat
the undergraduate level.
, j
•We will not take away oar
emphasis on a strong oadergraduate program, but wtU attmept to make It stroager by
utilizing the quality studeateaa4
faculty attracted to the eaataaa
through the program," saM LaFuze

degree." .
The wildlife and fisheries
facet of the program is possibly the most unique. Eastern has the only established
program in this field on the
hlghe r education level In Kentucky and currently is Interviewing prospective specialist
to coordinate it.
•This program trains people
in the conservation of natural
resources and will prepare
many of them for Jobs within
the state," LaFuze salt*.
•Always before, the State Department has had to go outside the state to find qualified
people to work in wildlife and
conservation. But with our program, we will be creating opportunities for students trained
in the state.*
Theoretical biologist also
will specialize In the program.
They will be required to do a
researvh
research project but will spend
much of their time studying
laboratory techniques, experimentation and anatomy.
•There Is a great demand
to r research and theoretical
biologist," said LaFuze, 'and
we feel our programs prepare
quality
trained students. It
gives them a great deal of insight to biological problems and
makes them aware of the everchanging techniques and re-
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John G. Crabbe Library A dds Microfilms
And Will Obtain Periodical Backfiles
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Commuters
Come To
EKU Campus

You've sean them --they come
rumbling onto the campus every
day in vehicles of all types,,
ranging from station wagons to
bicycles. Some come red-faced
from walking their respective
distances. But no matter how
they arrive, you know who
ft0"
they are. They are the familiar
IIIIS1S
faces, the "townles," the commuters.
Of Eastern's 8000 - and growing student population, there are
approximately 1978 of these
commuting
students. This
means that about 1/5 of the
students walking our campus
are residents of Richmond and
COLOR.. PANAVISION
nearby towns—a significant
figure.
Mayo
Allen,
a sophomore commuter, summed up
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY the most obvious benefit of
the "townie": "The main advantage of commuting is that we
have a car the full four years.*
Of course, this can be a boon
to college life, but it can also
be a hindrance. As Bill Stewart, another sophomore, put
it: "Sure, we have a car, but
w
where can we park It when we
get here?"
JOSll*M (.ItVINl III null
Another disadvantage of comLAUKKKIHAKVEY-MUBOGAKDE utlng Is toe simple fact of
living in town, away from the
JUUE CHRISTIE
campus. Tom Haynes, a freshman resident of Richmond, had
this to say about commuting,
As far as the cash we save,
■ powerful and boU nobaa ■ictwt...
it's o.k., but I feel that we
■a* by adults., with teaks, far KWUI
miss out on a lot of the camAM (IOASSV MCTUNCS PHIC«W
pus life.'
Thus, commuting is not all
"fun and games." Some stuWED.-IHURS. -FRI.
dents come as far as fifty
1EU Ml fll
miles to attend their classes.
Some must walk two or three
miles, fall through spring, to
Eastern.
Despite these problems, the
number of commuting students
is growing in near proportion
to Eastern's enrollment. It
looks like the commuters are
here to stay.

r

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

SBWCqpjY 4
GOLDFINGER

WINNER——4l
3 ACADEMY I
AWARDS!-A.
~"" BtoT ACTRESS"

Ztetrthf

Barry Sullivan

"My Blood
Runs Cold"
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Publication States Need For Conservation In Ky.
Whether the United States can
continue to maintain a high
standard of living lor its citizens and still feed a large
portion of tee rest of the world
depends largely on how it protects, conserves am1 uses Its
sqll and water resources, declares a dew publication of
the* ^Kentucky Department of
Natural Resources.
In a foreword to the magazine "Soil and Water Conservation in Kentucky." State Natural Resources Commissioner
J. O. Matllck notes that within
35 years the world's population will have more than doubled
—-from three billion to almost
7.5 billion. « O f these people,
six billion will live In countries
where already four out ofevery
five subsist on deficient diets."
Matllck said, "Survival Itself
hangs in the balance of how
we'l we chart our course of
action on behalf of generations
yet unborn."
Consevatlon of farm land In
Kentucky could be increased in
the future, the magazine states,
through
more control of
erosion, eliminating the loss
from the soli of necessary plant
food elements such as nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium; additional conservation and control of moisture runoff through
such measures as contour
farming, diversion fitches and
grassed waterways, and the
drainage of Inundated lands.
The magazine also contains a
section on the programs of the
Department of Natural Resources' t'lvision of soil and
water that are designed to help
Kentucky farmers conserve
their land.
Included is the division's
equipmnn' revo'vtng fund Established by the 1948 General
Assembly with an appropriation
of $"00,000 and receiving and
additional $200,000 from the
1960 General 1Assembly, the fund
has provider through June 30,
1966 loan assistance totaling
$6,8X2,093 toward the purchase
of $10,300,000 worth of equipment. The equipment has made
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Canf ield Motors
OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced
10HMS0H OUTBOARD MOTORS
Across From Krogers—Phone 623^010
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possible such locally - implemented projects as pond and
lake construction, pasture renovation and sodded waterways.
Other division programs outlined in the magazine Include
the water - shed program
and the direct financial assistance to the soil and water
conservation district. The latter program !s made possible
through an annual appropriation
set aside by the General Assembly. One half of the money
Is used as a direct grant to
soil and water conservation districts and the remainder must
be matched by the districts on
a 50-50 basis.
William C. Gayle, director
of the division of soil and water
resources, said the magazine is
designed to "fill a demand for
Information about conservation
practices."
He said the magazine is being
mailed to schools, libraries,
soil
conservation
district
supervisors, numerous county
and state officials and conservationists across the state.
The magazine was edited by
Paul Camplln of the Department

of Natural Resources and has
for Its cover a color typography
scene.
Gayle said a limited number
of copies are available to the

Mmm! maiden/bim's*

general public. Requests, he
said, should be addressed to
the Kentucky Department of Natural Resources, Capital Annex
Bldg., Frankfort, Kv., 40601.

NEW YUMMY-COLORED
'CONFECTION'9 COORDINATES...

Individiual's Role Is Eminent
In Today's Preplanned Society

TO GOOD TO RESIST!

What is the role of the in- the '49ers, the plantation buildthe cowboys or wildcat
dividual in today's planned so- ers,
ciety? is his function merely to oil drillers? Would there be a
fit a preplanned slot in the eco- slot for the Henry Fords or the
nomic modeI--or Is he free to Wright brothers, or would they
fulfill some aspirations he him- be confined to activities defined
by an economic planning comself chooses?
channels effort
These questions recently were mittee that
only into those projects with
raised by Dean Charles C.
Abbott of the University of Vir- proven usefulness?
Taking present- day planning
ginia Graduate School of Business
situation as an Indication, a canAdministration.
Dean Abbott asks: "If we do did answer has to be - prohave the basis for an econlml- bably not. A planned society could
cally planned society-- what kind neither permit such groups, or
accomodate them within a preof society shou'd it be?"
Would there be a place in the conceived plan
How would a planned society
planned society for the frontiersman of 200 years ago? Would motivate the du Ponts, the Danthe Mormons be allowed? What iel Boones, the Billy Sundays?
would be the role assigned to In all probability these turbulent boat rockers would not be'
allowed.
Could any group of planners
conceive and operate New York
City? Compare the system, paring a profit to Its thousands of
investors.
This Is not to say that a society based on Individual freedom
initiative is not without Its
with police ID below his chin. and
but, as Dean Abbott sucThe Judge win love that one," faults;
summed up In his rea young cop dead - panned, cinctly
marks, reprinted in the Chamber
noting his captive was from of
Commerce of the United States
Princeton.
Washington
Report:
"Don't give my name to the
Freedom to choose Is the
reporters," the college type [essential
freedom, whether In
urged, "please don't use my
politics, religion, management of
name."
"Don't worry. Tiger," chuck- one's personal affairs or the
led the policeman, "I'm not a market place."
When we lose the freedom to
Yale man."
choose -- we have lost America.

Vacation Brings New Fashions

And Changes Collegiate Attire
College fads and fashions
have drawn gasps for the past
100 years, but nothing seems
to fan them like spring vacation.
Strong winds, carrying a Florida chill, brought out all kinds
of strange attire at Fort
Lauderdale this year for those
who brought only bermudas and
bikinis.
Blankets and beach towels
served as coats everywhere,
but one collegian came prepared--his wool pullover was
inscribed "property of the Fort
Lauderdale city Jail."
There were a rash of ruedas,
South American wheel coats,
but the most popular chill
chasers were velors in assorted wild colors. There were
ponchos, one piece mini skirts,
wrap arounds, plus various
pullover shirts of all kinds.
Bumper sticker - reading
could become a full - time
sport this year with such examples as "draft beer, not
students," or "send a needy
student to Fort Lauderdale."
Residents of both Pompano
Beach and Fr. Lauderdale were
offering their homes as accommodations for stranded late arrivals, and many with sons and
daughters of their own in college wouldn't accept payment.
The local police corps, most
of whom are not much older
than the college students themselves, kept a sense of humor
in most Instances.
One collegian, picked up for
swinging from a street sign,
flashed an exaggerated scowl as
his picture was being
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Featuring

e Pink

e Lemon Yellow

Central Kentucky's Finest

Smevtt Sfofr

Curb - Dining Area
- COME AS YOU ARE -

LOOK for

e Blue

COLLEGE and CAREER
N. 2nd St.
Ph. 623-4200
j-.

WIN A
TRANSISTOR RADIO
The lucky ticks! will be drawn weekly—
no purchase necessary
Step la seen at the

IDEAL RESTAURANT
WEST MAIN

STOP IN AT THE

COLLEGE SERVICE STATION
GREASE

OIL

DELCO

JOB

CHANGE

BATTERIES

Lots of Spoiling Attention
••_»•

2rP^r/ Perfect
Carefree Styles
and Fabrics

sale
77

2

each

PERMANENT PRESS TOPS
Never-iron Dacron" polyester-cotton prints, solids. Cool
shells; shirt styles with Bermuda, Italian, convertible
collars. Sizes 30 to 38.
TRIM JAMAICA SHORTS
Colorful solids, dainty florals
with adjustable button-waists.
All cotton or Arnel* triacetate
or Dacron* polyester blended
with cotton'. Sizes 8 to 18.'

VALVOLINE

FIRESTONE TIRES

MOTOR OILS

AND TUBES

EXCELLENT SERVICE IS SPELLED

R-Y-M-E-L-L

For Your
Snacks
and
Things
It's
PURKEY'S
FOOD
MARKET
Open Till
10 P. M.
Big HM Ave.
Two ports young
the high-buttoned

The Friendly Men with the Better Brand
says, "Come By and Get Acquainted."

SEA LARK
by ROXANNE

Meet New Friends Just off Campus on 2nd St.

VARSITY GRILL

Open To Serve You 10 AM - 8 PM.

E takes the coolest path to
summer chic in this pretty pair ... the top yoked in |
iheer aqua, flower-braid edged, over lady-like
aqua and white striped Arnel. 3-15. Top, jj QQO,

STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES EVERYDAY ON A DINNER.
PLATTER AND SANDWICH SPECIAL-OF-THE-DAY.
Abo Your Choice Every Day at Regular Low Menu Prices of:
24 DINNERS. 12 VEGETALES. 35 SANDWICHES. 6 PLATTERS.
Ami a complete Soda Fountain Service.
Save 10% On All Meals By Using Our Special Student Meal Tickers!

Peach of a beach suit, with spaced Liberty Print top,
solid trunks and room for a midriff tan! AU nylon knit in
navy or pink. Sizes 30 to 36 A3.C cups.

•kirt, $10.00

GENE'S
SHOP
North Second

$21.00

ELDER'S
Richmond* Family Store
Since 1893

\l

Mr. White Attends Project
At Rutgers University
Mr. Wayne R. White of the
Department
of Geography.
Is presently attending the High
School Geography Project (HSGP) conference at Rutgers University In New Brunswick, New
Jersey. Along with 50 other
people his purpose Is to create

s

Campus Flick
HIRAM BROCK
AUTITORIUM

B

APRIL 20—THURSDAY
NO MOVIE
The Beach Boys
o
APRIL 21—FRIDAY
"THE RARE BREED"
James Stewart, Juliet
Mills, John Galloway
0
APRIL 22—SATURDAY
NO MOVIE
Rehearsal
Andre Marsehal,
Organist
o
APRIL 24—MONDAY
"TOM JONES"
Albert Finney,
Susannah York
APRIL 25—TUESDAY
"LA BOHEME"
La Scala Opera
Company
o
April 26—WEDNESDAY
'THE GROUP"
Candice Bergen,
James Brodrick
Larry Hagman
APRIL 27—THURSDAY
NO MOVIE
Miss Richmond Pageant

Dr. William Householder was
•new geography* approaches pacing across a plot of land
near the University's dairy
for students In the tenth through
barn. He was taking extra long
twelfth grades. However, he has
a twofold purpose In attending: strides and counting as he walk(1) to teach and (2) to learn. ed.
"Right here," he said, "this
This summer he will serve
Is where the greenhouses would
as director of the NDEA Institute for Advanced Study of be. Ant* over there, between
Geography here at Eastern. The here and the dairy barn, is
institution will be an application our dream"
The dream, in this case, Is
of the Mess that he disseminated and learned at these two a proposed classroom - laboraconferences and others. This tory - shop building for Eastinstitute will be for 30 high ern's Department of Agriculture.
school science teachers.
Last week, the university's
Mr. White is a Regular
contributor of articles to vari- Board of Regents approved
ous scientific magazines. One plans for employing an archiof his most recent articles, tect to design such a building.
Householder, chairman of the
■The Utilization of Gemini
Slides in Geographic Instruc- Agriculture Department, was
tion,* will appear in the May talking as if he could already
issue of the Journal of Geo- see the new building. "This
is
where
the
ornamental
graphy.
Among Mr. White's primary horticulture work area would
hobbles Is an interest in caves. be," he said, still pacing.
Sweeping
his arm
in
II'- has had articles appear In
the publication of the National
Speleological Society, is a director In the Central Kentucky
Speleological Society, and regional director of the Kentucky
Cave Survey.
A graduate of the University
of Texas, Mr. White has been
a member of Eastern's facutly
since September, 1964. He and
his wife have two children, a
boy aged three, and a girl aged
eight, and live in Vlckers Village.

another direction, Householder
locater1 the proposed lab for
dairy
technology.
"Animal
Science goes there and Plant
Science over here," he continued.
Included in Householder's
proposal Is a new lathe house
for plants, a root and bulb
cellar, cold frames and hot
beds equipped with water misting systems, and an outdoor
workshop and storage area.
The Regents also approved
plans for two new greenhouses
to accomodate the horticulture
program.
It's all part of a master plan
designed to upgrade Eastern's
Agriculture
Department.
■These new facilities would fall
right in line with our new fouryear curriculum," Householder
explained.
Earlier this year, the board
also approved plans for a
Bachelor of Science, degree
program with a major in agriculture. Eastern already had a

DO YOU WANT A
DEEP TAN?
TRY

*> mi

VOKSWAMM

(STUDENT OB FACULTY)

Makes You Eligible for
Special Consideration
when you purchase
PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES

On Sale now at 1.49 and $1.95.
Purchase SNIK at

CONTACT LENSES
BUDGET TERMS

COLLINS DRUG

r

MONPRKD OPTICAL
135 W. Short

J

Terrace Helpy-Selfy

PKIVATC

Coin Operated Laundry

FARMS

PHONES:

See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

■■
Ki

or

GOLDEN RULE CAFE

311 W.

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
Phone 623*770

312 WEST RVME

E»
NtM

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400
ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME
!■■■■ sss

QEUCE

TIME INC.
Campos Representative
Time Inc. — publisher of TIME:, LIFE and SPORTS
TRATED — has an opening for a campus repiiiuiiepMie saV
your school. Join our nationwide network of over SOU
sentatives In a well-established sales and marketing
in operation more than 40 years. Earn $100 to ■ 1000
MISSIONS by making subscriptions to these widely
and respected magazines available at special student
Earn extra FEES for market research and special
No previous experience necessary;; no paperwork or
All instructions and selling materials supplied free. Writs
today to: Time Inc. College Bureau, TIME * LIFE,
Rockefeller Center, New York, N. T. 10020.

DRY CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY
E. IRVINE ST.

■IG HILL AVE.

Next to Kroger

Across from

Parking Lot

Colonel Drive-In

i

[For All Your Cleaning, Laundry j
and Alteration Needs

!

We Like Richmond, Home of
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag,
"Dobie Gittu," etc)

You, like any other lovable, clean-living, *f Iris funad
American kid, want to be a BMOC. How can youmalwB
row
Well sir, there are several ways, none of whisk wfl
work.
You're too puny to be an athlete, too lazy to be a
torian. and too hairy to run for Homecoming Qu
As for becoming a beat-dressed man, how are youiesiag
to buy clothes with a miser for a father T
Are you licked then? Is there no way to make BMOCT
{MOOT
Yes, there is! And you can do it! Do what? This
Become a hippie! Get cool! Get alienated! H e*i 4MB
Identity Crisis! Be one of the Others!
How? Well sir, to become a hippie, simply follow.
five simple rules:
1. Read all of Tolkien in the original dwarf.
2. Have your Sophomore Slump in the freshman
8. Wear buttons that say things like this t
NATIONALIZE DAIRY QUEEN
ASTHMATICS, UNITE
LEGALIZE APPLE BUTTER
HANDS OFF AIR POLLUTION
4. Go steady with a girl who has long greasy hair, a gaitar, enlarged pores, and thermal underwear.
5. Attend Happenings regularly.

We are known for good food.
Home of those delicious
. homemade biscuits.
623-9969

/

South First Street

HALLMARK'S
RUSSELL STREET
C

MODERN

tttfei

On Campus

MOTHER'S DAY CARDS

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I

QUII

TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN'T

■

Hamburgers 15c
French Fries 15c
Chicken Boxes,
B-Burgers
Fish Sandwiches.
Chuck Wagon,
Creamy Milkshakes

©will
win*

SEBJTE. SO TART AM?

All type beauty service.

la,

ON EASTERN IY-PASS

(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")

Roar, soft drink, roar I
You're ths loudsst soft drink
we svsr sawrl
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
Ths psrfsct drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring Instant refreshment
To any campus riot I Ooooooh-Roar, soft drink, roar I
Flip your cap, hiss and bubbls,
fizz and gushI
Oh ws can't think
Of any drink
That ws would rather sit with!
Or (If we fssl like loitering)
to hang out in ths strit with I
Or slssp through English lit' with!
Roar I Soft drink I Roar I
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITCI

Pormanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.

REQUIEM FOR A SQUARE

You Are Always Welcome at...

BURGERMATIC

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"

RICHMOND. KV.

featuring

623-3939

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

127 Wtarr IITVINI ST.

HOME COOKING

Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LOUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows

-StO*-

DrricE 623-3B30
HOME 623-63BO

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners

-

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
da rlasur for every worthy cause and Institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprits, though this say
csuss some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite? It's good. It's
olsan. However, good clean things nay not exactly bs
your idsa or Jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprits Is also vsry refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
In fact. And vsry collegiate. Ar.d naybe we'd bsttsr
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprits. And If you can get a group togsther
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.

RESIDENTIAL

REALTORS

Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets

Please send me your Iree illustrated brochure and f/ke Kit.

-Zone-

AUCTION SALES

&<mn* C <Sfiu%Lin

2 Blocks off W. Main,

©
_

*

COMMERCIAL

1966-67 SCHOOL YEAR

let our attendants do it for you.*'

Get the bug in Europe.

la*

Ph. 254-6583

Best Wishes for a Successful

"If you're too bu»y studying to do your wash,

Pick up your Volhiwogen in Europe ortd love a bundle on import cotfi
and European travel expenses. Your local VW dooler handle! everything:
purchait. delivery, insurance, licensing, the works. Just tell him where yoe
won! it delivered: France. Holy. Great Britoin, Ireland. Germany. Oenie/t.
Belgium. Switxerlond or The Netherlands.
^^

Address

LEXINGTON

siiimnii

The MOST in Dry Cleaning

Noes*

cent of the total program."
Householder added that the
students must realize the afternatives through which he* can
pursue his knowledge of agriculture.
It's really hard to conceive
how many fields he has to
choose from. We want to train
men to work with farm dealers.
For that matter, we want to
train farm dealers. It goes on
and on...
"Take ornamental Horticulture," he continued. «A lot of
students are afraid of it until
Sam (Whitaker) outlines the
program. It's extremely agriculture."
Householder, Whitaker and
Dr. Glenn Hayes, head of the
agriculture mechanization program, designed the basic plan
for the proposed building.
"What it all stacks up to
is that there simply aren't
enough technically trained men
in agriculture today...and that's
exactly what we want to do
with
these new facilities,*
Householder said.
•We're very excited about
the way things are taking
shape," he added.

Your "I. D." CARD

"Martinizing"

Dealer Ne

two - year program, providing
an associate degree In agriculture.
"Everything is falling in
place now," Householder said.
"We'll be able to give a greater
number of boys with farm or
rural backgrounds a chance for
an excellent education in this
field."
He began to point up facts
and figures which prompted the
upgrading of his department.
■Approximately three out of
every five agriculture students
will seek employment In some
type of agriculture business
other than the farm operation.
"That's why we stress technical training," Householder
said. "The technical discipline
trains the student In application
of technical information. He
learns to translate concepts and
date into management practices
...He becomes a knowing worker."
Sam Whitaker, an Instructor
in the department and director
of the ornamental horticulture
program, elaborated. *We believe strongly in practical experience. In fact, practical experience represents forty per

SNIK

Dr.. James Wallace
Does Research
In Mice's Teeth
Dr. James T. Wallace of
the Biology Department is carrying out research on the geographic
variation
in the
teeth of house mice caught in
the wild.
Twenty - seven U. S. states
and 28 foreign countries are
represented in his collections.
Additional collections of house
mice and other rodents are now
being made from caves, fields
and wooded areas in central
and eastern Kentucky.
Data collected from these
specimens, which will be analyzed by electronic computers,
will add greatly to our understanding of the dynamics of
this universally distributed and
tremendously important species.

plam New Facilities

Agriculture Program

Eastern Progress, Thurs., April 20, 1967
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SANDLER Of BOSTON'S
NEW OPEN LOOK
Come in and see this in three exciting colors: pink, white
and brandy.

This last item may require some explanation, for H is
possible that Happenings haven't reached your i amp—
yet. Be assured they will because Happenings are the biggest college craze since mononucleosu.
A Happening, in case you don't know, is the first fo«a>
less art form. Things just happen. For example, eighty
naked men come out and squirt each other with fire hoaaa
containing tinted yogurt Then eighty more naked sea
come out and light birthday candles in the navels of the
first eighty men. Then one girl, clothed, comes out aoi
pulls three thousand feet of sausage casing through bar
pierced ear. Then eighty more naked men come out aai
eat a station wagon.
There is, of course, a musical accompaniment to al
these fun things. Usually it is "Begin the Beguine" played
by 26 trench mortars, a drop forge, and a rooster.
There used to be, some years ago, still another requirement for becoming a hippie: a man had to have a beard.
But no longer. Beards were worn in the past not s*
much as a protest, but because shaving was such a painf si
experience. Then along came Personna Super Stainless
Steel Blades.
'
"~~
Today if you don't want to shave, well, that's your
hangup, isn't it, baby? I mean when you've got a blade
like Personna that tugs not neither does it scrape, what's
your copout, man? I mean like get with it; you're living
in the past. Shaving used to hurt, used to scratch, used te
gouge, used to give you all kinds of static But not since
Personna. It's a gas, man. It's a doozy; it's mom's apple
« pie. You dig?
I mean, man, you still want a beard? Crasyl But you
don't have to turn your face into a slum, do you? Shave
around the bush, baby, neatly and nicely with Personna.
I mean like Personna comes in double-edge style and
Injector style too. I mean like any way you try It von
gotta like like it
' «* J»« «* n, you

• • •

ousts*..**.

Hey, man, lika how about doubling your staving cool?
Like how about wilting those crauy whukert wiSt -Trtis
Burma-Shave? Like regular or menthol? Like hatra

11

